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Born into a time when illness was 
viewed as a punishment from the 
gods to be treated with religious 
practices, Hippocrates instead saw 

natural causes behind patients’ 
illnesses. Attributing sickness to 
poor diets and environmental 

factors, Hippocrates used a natural 
approach to treatment, relying on 
rest and basic medicine. But now, 
Hippocrates is an old man nearing 
the end of his life and his hopes to 
keep medicine grounded in science 

rest on the next generation of 
physicians. 

In this game you are a physician, 
leading a team of doctors to heal 
the sick and treat the wounded, 
while maintaining a high standard 

of professionalism. The player 
who can balance all the elements 
eficiently will ind themselves a 
worthy successor to Hippocrates 

and winner of the game!

HIPPOCRATES
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1 Game Board 30 Doctors (5 from each 
of the 6 regions)

30 Medicine Kits

90 Medicine Vials

12 Assistant 
Tokens

6 Welcome Dice

60 Drachma 
Coins

4 Player Boards*

4 Basic Doctors*

4 Option 
Tokens*

4 Reputation Markers*

4 Welcome Markers*

4 Victory Point (VP) Markers*

72 Patients (12 from 
each of the 6 regions)
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Game Setup

Lay out the game board in the middle of the 
table.

Separate the doctors by region and shule each 
group separately to form 6 stacks of 5 doctors each. 
Place each stack facedown in a regional recruit-
ment zone. Place them in the following order from 
left to right: a. Macedonia, b. Carthage,  
c. Persia, d. Alexandria, e. Athens, f. Cyrene. 

Draw 1 doctor from each stack and randomly 
place 1 doctor faceup in each of the 4 region-free 
doctor spaces on the top of the game board. Shuf-
le and place the remaining 2 extra doctors face-
down in a stack next to the board. 

Separate the patients by region and shule each 
group separately to form 6 stacks of 12 patients 
each. Place each regional patient stack faceup 
below the board, beneath the bottom of the queue 
that matches the doctor’s region in the recruit-
ment zone above.

Fill each queue with the irst 3 patients of that 
region’s stack, placing them faceup, one in each 
empty space.

Shule the medicine kits and place a stack of 4 
kits facedown on each of the 6 dedicated spaces. 
Flip the topmost medicine kit faceup on top of the 
stack. Return the 6 leftover tiles to the box.

Shule the knowledge tiles and place a stack of 4 
knowledge tiles facedown on each of the 6 dedi-
cated spaces. Flip the topmost knowledge token 
faceup on top of the stack. Return the 6 leftover 
tiles to the box.

The medicine vials and drachmas are placed next 
to the board in the general supply. 

Note: Components are not considered limited, so if 
you run out, use a suitable substitute.

SETUP

Examination Room

Emergency Room

Hall of Hades
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Player Setup

Each player chooses a color and takes the cor-
responding components: a player board, a basic 
doctor, an option token, a reputation marker, a 
welcome marker, and a victory point marker. 

For Games with Fewer than 4 Players: Return 
leftover player boards, basic doctors, option tokens, 
VP markers of non player colors (except in the solo 
game), and assistant tokens to the box.

Put your player board on the table in front of you. 

Place your basic doctor and your option token 
beside your board.

Take 1 of each type of assistant token. Choose 1 
assistant token to place on your player board; it is 
now ready for use. The remaining 2 assistants are 
placed above your board. 

Take 6 drachmas and place them next to your play-
er board. 

Take 1 medicine vial of each of the 3 kinds and 
place them next to your player board.

Place your victory point marker on space 0 of the 
victory point track. 

For Solo Games: Add all 3 non-player VP markers to 
space 0 of the VP track.

Randomly place all players’ welcome markers from 
left to right on the top row of the welcome track. 

For Games with Fewer than 4 Players: Place all of 
the non-player welcome markers randomly after 
the randomized player markers.

The irst player places their reputation marker 
on the starting space of the reputation track. The 
second, third, and fourth player place their reputa-
tion markers on top of the starting player’s marker, 
in player order. This is the reputation track order. 
If 2 or more players are on the same space of the 
reputation track, the player on top is considered 
further ahead.

For Games with Fewer than 4 Players: Place a 

non-player reputation marker on each space 

marked with  if playing with 3 players,  if 

playing with 2 players, or  if playing solo. 

Give the 6 dice to the irst player. 

A
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Welcome Track

The order of the 
welcome markers on 
the welcome track 
from left to right is the 
welcome track order.

Reputation Track

The order of the reputation 
markers on the reputation 
track from right to left and 
top to bottom is the reputa-
tion track order.
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In all 4 rounds, players will perform actions in each of the 
following 5 phases: 

1. Welcome. Receive 3 new patients over 3 turns.

2. Payment. Pay your doctors. 

3. Recruitment. Hire new doctors and purchase medi-
cine. 

4. Treatment. Treat your patients.

5. Score. Gain reputation and victory points.

1. WELCOME (ἔρρωσθε/erosthe) 

he reputation f Hipocrats and his prtégé is renowned. 
Patients have arived at the temple f Asclepios rom around the 
wstern world to rceive the bst medical care available. he 
queus are long and dotors are few, so thy have prepared fer-
ings to increase the likelihood thy’ll be chosen for treatment.

GAMEPLAY

Following in the footsteps of Hippocrates, players will navigate the world of ancient medicine with a little bit of 
science and diagnostic knowledge to guide their practice. The game lasts 4 rounds and in each round players need to 
balance the treatment of patients with the cost of buying medicine and recruiting doctors. Eiciently healing the sick 
will bring great repute and success to you and your medical team. 

GAME OVERVIEW

Each player will take 3 turns during the welcome phase. 

Perform the following steps each turn:

• A. Roll the Dice (1st player only)

• B. Welcome Patients & Take Assistants

Once all players inished their 3 turns, move on to step C: 

• C. Collect the Oferings

A. Roll the Dice 

At the start of each set of players’ turns, the irst player 
(i.e. the player whose marker is leftmost on the welcome 
track) rolls the 6 dice and places each one in the space 
matching both color and number. 

These dice will remain in place for all players this 
turn. 

Each player then takes a turn to welcome a new patient. 

B. Welcome Patients

There are two welcome track rows. The top, passive row, 
where your marker is standing before you welcome a 
new patient and the lower, active row, where you move 
your welcome marker to welcome a patient each turn. 

Passive row

Active row

1  Name of patient. 2  Number of patient (Referenced only 

in games with fewer than 4 players, for non-player turns).  

3  Ofering the patient will make in drachmas. 4  Combina-

tion of medicine required for treatment. 5  VP awarded when 

healed.

1

2 3

4

5
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In the welcome track order (going left to right, on the top 
row), players now each take a turn to welcome patients. 
Note: The welcome track order may change with each turn 
of this phase. Move your welcome marker from the pas-
sive row to an empty space in the active row and take 
a patient from that column’s queue. You cannot choose 
the same space as another player, only you will take a 
patient from this column this turn. 

You may only take the patient in that column that is 
located next to a die, unless you use an assistant token 
(see Assistants). Take and place that patient in the exam-
ination room of your player board. 

GainGain or loselose any medicine, drachmas, assistants, repu-
tation and VP as indicated below the space from which 
you took the patient. Also take any bribes present on the 
patient tile. You do not yet gain the drachmas ofered by 
the patient. 

Remove the die from the board. 

In some turns it is possible the spot next to the die will 
be empty. You may still choose this region and space, but 
instead of taking a patient tile you gain the bonus (drach-
mas/assistants) depicted in the empty space. You do NOT 
gain/lose the normal rewards as when taking a patient. 
You may use an assistant token (see Assistants) to move a 
die to welcome a patient as normal.

Note: If you cannot aford to pay the full amount of rep-
utation or drachmas you cannot take that patient tile. In 
the rare case that you can’t take any patient, nor go to an 
empty space, move your welcome marker to a column of 
your choice and simply take nothing.

For Games with Fewer than 4 Players: When a non-player 
marker is next on the welcome track, identify the high-
est-numbered patient that is next to a die, in an empty col-
umn. Move the non-player marker to this column. Discard 
the patient back to the box. If there are any bribes on the 
patient (rounds 2-4), return the drachmas to the supply. 

The non-players do not take any medicine, VP, or drach-
mas, but will gain or lose reputation as indicated below 
the space where they removed the patient. If there is no 
available column with a patient next to a die, then the 
non-player marker is placed in the leftmost available col-
umn of the active row and their turn is over. 

For Solo Games: In addition to losing 
or gaining reputation as indicated 
below the space where they removed 
the patient, the non-players will gain 
VP as indicated, if placed in column 
1. The non-players also immediately 
score the VP that is depicted on the 
removed patient. Tip: Instead of dis-
carding the patients and scoring immediately, we suggest 
storing them temporarily and scoring them at the end of 
the round.



Example: LydiaLydia welcomed a patient 

from column 4 on her last turn and so 

claimed a charitable assistant. Now 

Lydia wants to welcome a patient in 

column 1, but the die for that region 

is on an empty spot 1 . Lydia moves 

her welcome marker to the active row 

in column 1 2 , spends her charitable 

assistant 3  and moves the die to the 

patient at the top of the queue 4 . She 

takes the patient and gains 1 VP, 1 

drachma, and 1 reputation, and then 

removes the die from the board.
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After placing your welcome marker and taking your 
action in columns 2, 4, or 6, place the matching assis-
tant token on your player board. 

During your own future turns of the welcome phase, 
you are allowed to use that assistant token to afect 
which patient you may take in your chosen column. 
Any time you use a token it is returned above your 
player board and can be claimed again when you 
choose the appropriate column. 

The exchange assistant allows you to ex-
change a die from your chosen column with a 
die of another region. Your die moves to a new 
column, and that region’s die now moves to 
your column.

The charitable assistant allows 
you to move a die vertically 
within your chosen region to 
any die value. Leave the die at 
the current value, there’s no 
need to change the value of the 
die as it will be removed from 
the board at the end of your 
turn.

The scheduling assistant 
allows you to take the patient 
on top of the stack of the same 
region instead of the one next 
to the die. You still gain the 
items depicted below the space 
where the chosen die is currently 
located. 

You may spend an assistant to move a die 
to an empty spot, so you may take drachmas instead 
of a patient, but you may not spend an assistant 
to move a die, simply to obstruct another player’s 
options. The movement must beneit you directly. 

Players may use ONE assistant token during one turn. 
You may use and then regain the same type of assis-
tant token during the same turn. 

Assistant tokens may also be spent whenever 
you want to gain medicine or drachmas. 
This means if you were about to gain 
an assistant you already have, you may 
irst spend it to gain 1 medicine or 2 
drachmas, and then immediately regain that 
assistant.

ASSISTANTS 

2

1

3
4
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Once all markers have moved from the passive row to 
the active, move them back up to the passive row, main-
taining the new left to right order. Now they are ready for 
the next turn. Players will take 2 more turns, beginning 
with the irst player rolling the dice. Note: Do not reill the 
queue of patients between turns, this is only done at the 
end of the round. 

After all players have taken 3 turns in this phase, 
move on to step C.

C. Collect the Oferings

Take the indicated drachmas from the bank as shown on 
each of the new patients in your examination room. 

2. PAYMENT (Μισθοδοσία/misthodosia) 

Dotors under your supervision do nt work for ree; you must 
pay to keep them in your emply. If you lt your reputation slip, 
you’ll have to pay your dotors more to hold on to their servics. 

Each doctor you employ (those on the table in front of 
you, including the basic doctor) needs to be paid wages 
or they will leave. The amount you must pay depends 
on your position on the reputation track, each section of 
which shows a corresponding number of drachmas. The 
amount shown above the section where your reputation 
marker is determines the amount to be paid, back to the 
supply, for each doctor in your employ.

If you do not have enough money, or choose not to pay, 
discard each doctor to whom you did not pay wages. 
You don’t earn any points from a discarded doctor, even 
if they have already fulilled some of their contracts. 
Discard any patients only associated with that doctor 
(see Phase 4. Treatment), their points have already been 
scored.

3. RECRUITMENT (Στελέχωσις/stelehosis) 

With an inlux f patients to the temple, you will need to hire 
new dotors to help with the workload. Hiring a dotor and shop-
ping for a medicine kit at the same time can be an eicient way to 
yield some good bonuss. 

Each recruitment phase ofers you two chances to hire 
new doctors, after which the recruitment zone is reset for 
the following round. Perform the following steps: 

A. Option a Region-Free Doctor 

B. Hire New Doctors & Purchase Medicine Kits 

C. Reset the Recruitment Zone 

A. Option a Region-Free Doctor

Based on the reputation track order, players take turns 
choosing whether or not they wish to take an op-
tion on a region-free doctor. These are the faceup 
doctors at the top of the board. Option-
ing now reserves this doctor for you to 
hire during your turn in step B. If you 
decide to reserve one of these doctors, 
pay 2 drachmas to the bank and then 
place your option token on the available 
(unoptioned) doctor of your choice. 

Reminder: The reputation track order is determined right 
to left. Whoever is further to the right is considered ahead. 
If more than one marker is on the same space, the one on 
top is considered ahead. If one or more markers are stacked 
at the end of the track, lower ones can move up the stack. 
Markers do not move down a stack, as they can instead 
move a space in the appropriate direction.

1  Name of the doctor. 2  Identiication number (Referenced 

only in games with fewer than 4 players, for non-player turns). 

3  Cost in drachmas to initially hire the doctor. 4  The 

medicine the doctor is able to administer. 5  Contracts. If the 

space shows medicine, it indicates 1 contract. The doctor will 

need to fulill all contracts to score. Doctors have between 1-3 

contracts. In this example, Leandros has two contracts that need 

fulilling. 6  Victory Points earned once the doctor has fulilled 

all contracts.

1

2

3

4

6

5 5
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Only 1 option token may be on each tile. Should you 
end up hiring this doctor, your 2 drachmas will be de-
ducted from the hiring cost. If you decide not to hire 
the optioned doctor, the drachmas will be lost. Continue 
in reputation track order until all players have had the 
opportunity to reserve a doctor. 

For Games with Fewer than 4 Players: When a non-
player marker is next on the reputation track, one of the 
region-free doctors is optioned, if any are still unclaimed. 
No option marker is used; instead, simply return the 
unoptioned doctor with the highest number to the box.

For Solo Games: A non-player immediately scores 1 VP for 
each contract on the doctor that they removed. 

B. Hire New Doctors &  
Purchase Medicine Kits 

Turn the top tile faceup in each of the regional doctors’ 
stacks. Based again on the reputation track order, play-
ers can choose one of the following options:

a. Hire a Regional Doctor

b. Purchase a Medicine Kit

c. Buy a Bundle

d. Pass

a. Hire a Regional Doctor. To 
hire a regional doctor, choose 
an available doctor in the re-
gional recruitment zone, this is 
a doctor that is faceup in a col-
umn with a faceup medicine 
kit. Pay the hiring cost to the 
bank and then take the doctor 
into your supply. Doctors are 
placed faceup in front of you. 
They are now ready to treat 
patients.

For Games with Fewer than 4 Players: On a non-player 
turn, return the highest-numbered doctor available in the 
regional recruitment zone to the box. Also remove the Med-
icine kit and knowledge tile located in the same column.

For Solo Games: A non-player immediately scores 1 VP for 
each contract on the doctor that they removed. 

b. Purchase a Medicine Kit. To purchase an available 
medicine kit, one that is faceup in a column with a fa-
ceup regional doctor, pay its cost to the bank. Take the 
corresponding medicine vials into your personal supply 
and discard the medicine tile. 

Note: You may not take a doctor in a column where the 
medicine kit has already been claimed and likewise you 
may not take a medicine kit in a column where the doctor 
has already been claimed. 

c. Buy a Bundle. You can purchase 
an available doctor and a medicine 
kit simultaneously if they are in 
the same region. Doing so also gives 
you a knowledge tile as a reward. 
Choose a region and pay the com-
bined cost to hire the doctor and 
to purchase the medicine kit in 
that region. Take the doctor and the 
corresponding medicine vials into 
your supply and discard the medi-
cine tile. Also take the knowledge 
tile from that same region, thus 
completing the bundle. 



Example: It is the end of phase 3 (Recruitment). There 

are two doctors left in the region-free zone: Philoxenos 

and Lacydes. The yellow player chose not to hire 

Philoxenos, so they reclaim their option token, and 

Philoxenos moves right, to be next to Lacydes.

Next, Aristophanes (the leftmost doctor in the regional 

recruitment zone) moves to the rightmost available spot 

in the region-free zone. 

Continue to move the doctors clockwise: Ashkan moves 

to fill up the last region-free spaces. Since Althaia is still 

faceup in the recruitment zone, Lacydes will have to be 

discarded (cont. on page 12).

HIRING YOUR OPTIONED DOCTORS
After performing action a, b, c, or d, you may also de-
cide whether or not to hire the doctor you optioned 
earlier. If you wish to do so, pay that doctor’s hiring 
cost to the bank, minus the 2 drachmas that were 
paid earlier. Take your option token back and place 
the optioned doctor faceup in your supply. The doctor 
is now ready to treat patients. If you did not option a 
doctor earlier, you may not hire a region-free doctor at 
this time. 
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Knowledge tiles are all 1x use. Some may be saved in 
hand and used when appropriate, but some must be used 
immediately if indicated by the lightning symbol . 
Any tile once used is discarded back to the box. A saved 
knowledge tile may be discarded in place of any single 
medicine when treating a patient in phase 4.

d. Pass. You are not required to take an action here and 
may choose to pass. 

C. Reset the Recruitment Zone

Perform the following steps: 

1. Remove all option tokens remaining on the re-
gion-free doctors, if any.

2. Shift all of the faceup doctors remaining in the re-
gion-free zone to the right to close any gaps. 

3. Any faceup doctors still present in the regional re-
cruitment zone are moved clockwise, starting from 
the left, to the rightmost open spot in the region-free 
doctor zone. 

4. If there are more regional doctors left faceup than 
there are spaces in the region-free zone, discard the 
doctor in the rightmost space of the region-free 
zone, slide all doctors in the region-free zone to the 
right and place the next remaining regional doctor in 
the now open space of the region-free zone. 

5. Repeat as necessary untill there are no more faceup 
doctors in the regional zone.

6. Alternatively, if there are not enough regional doctors 
to ill all of the spaces in the region-free zone, add 
doctors from the extra doctors’ stack until all of the 
spaces are full. If there are not enough doctors to ill 
the region-free zone, there will be fewer than 4 re-
gion-free doctors in the following round. 



Discard Lacydes as he is the rightmost doctor. Once 

removed, slide all other doctors to the right. 

Finally, Althaia is moved from the recruitment zone to 

the leftmost spot in the region-free zone. All piles in the 

regional zone are now facedown.

Example 2: At the end of the round, there are no doctors 

left in the region-free zone. Only 2 doctors remain 

faceup in the regional recruitment zone. These are both 

moved as far as they can, clockwise, into the region-

free zone. As there is still 1 empty space and no more 

regional doctors, players add the last doctor from the 

extra doctor’s stack. As there are no more extra doctors, 

the last region-free space remains empty. There will only 

be 3 doctors to option next round. 
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4. TREATMENT (Θεραπεία/therapeia) 

Patients are waiting in your xamination room to be seen and 
treated by a dotor. With your careful rcruitment you should be 
able to treat everyone, but if a patient has to wait more than one 
round for treatment, you may ind their condition worsened. 

While player order is not important, it may be helpful to 
treat your patients in turn order for your irst few games. 
Experienced players may treat patients simultaneously. 

Each patient needs speciic medicine that can only be 
administered by speciic doctors. 

Perform the following steps: 

A. Match Patients with Doctors

Match a patient from your examination or emergency 
room with 1 or more doctors that can match the speciic 
medicine they need administered. If a patient’s needs 
are being fully met by one doctor, another doctor cannot 
be attached to that patient. This means that you may 
not attach a doctor to a patient simply to fulill that 
doctor’s contract. 

B. Administer Medicine

Add the required dose of medicine to the patient’s tile.

If either of these conditions (A and B) cannot be fully 
met, you cannot treat this patient at this time and 
they remain on your player board. 

Note: Individual medicine vials can be bought or sold at 



Example: GalenGalen has 2 patients in his examination room. 

One needs a doctor that can administer potions and 

unguents, the other needs a doctor that can administer 

herbs and unguents. 

He has a doctor (with a free contract) that can 

administer potions and unguents, so Galen places the 

potions/unguents patient on this contract, and adds 

the required medicine onto the patient’s tile from his 

personal supply. 

Example: Here’s what a player could have left in front 

of them at the end of a round:

The other patient will need to be treated by two 

diferent doctors as he has one new doctor that can 

only administer herbs and 1 older doctor that can 

only administer unguents. He is able to add on to the 

older doctor this new patient and the doctor that can 

administer herbs can be placed freely on the other side 

of the patient. GalenGalen then ills up the patient tile with 

the amount of medicine required from his 

personal supply. 
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any time. Buying 1 medicine costs 3 drachmas, selling 1 
medicine earns 2 drachmas. Remember, assistant tokens 
can be spent in place of 2 drachmas. There are visual re-
minders of this on the assistant tokens and player boards: 

Note: A knowledge tile can be substituted for a single vial 

of any medicine when treating a patient. An assistant 
token can be substituted for a single vial of the match-
ing color medicine when treating a patient. More than 1 
knowledge tile or assistant token may be used at a time.

The doctors and patients obtained this round may be 

freely arranged and oriented into groups (that is a clus-
ter of doctors and patients). Some groups of doctors and 
patients may remain from previous rounds (See phase 
5. Score); these existing groups may not be reorganized. 
However, these existing groups may be connected to new 
patients, doctors and/or other existing groups. 
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5. SCORE (Βαθμολόγησις/vathmologesis) 

If let untreated, patients’ conditions may turn into emergencis 
and if thse are let for too long the patients will die, bringing dis-
honor to your hospital. However, well-treated patients will spread 
news f your skills acros the land, bringing you and your team 
much repute in the world f medicine! 

All players simultaneously perform the following 
steps in order:

A. Move your Patients

B. Earn Reputation

C. Discharge Patients

D. Retire Doctors

E. Add Bribes & Reill the Queues

A. Move your Patients

If there are patients left in your emergency room, they 
have not been treated and enter the afterlife. Place all 
untreated patients in your emergency room facedown 
on the bottom section of your player board. They are 
doomed to wander the Halls of Hades until the end of 
the game. 

The conditions of any patients left in your examination 
room worsen and they are moved to your emergency 
room. 

B. Earn Reputation 

In reputation track order, count the number of patients 
you treated this round, (those still faceup next to doctors) 
and gain that many reputation points. 

C. Discharge Patients

For each patient treated this turn, earn the VP shown on 
their tile and return their medicine to the supply. Dis-
charge the patient by lipping their tile facedown. It will 
no longer be counted or scored, but the patient tile itself 
remains attached to the doctor(s) to indicate that 1 of 
that doctor’s contracts has been fulilled. 

D. Retire Doctors

For each doctor that has a tile attached to all of their 
contract spaces, score the VP shown on their tile and 
then retire that doctor by returning the tile to the box. 
Any patients now no longer attached to a doctor are also 
returned to the box.

Note: Once your basic doctor fulills all their contracts, you 
may choose to keep them out of retirement. Score their VP, 
and discard their patients (where possible). They are now 
ready to be used again. Keep in mind they will need to 
receive wages in Phase 2.

E. Add Bribes & Reill the Queues

Shift all remaining patients towards the top of their 
columns and place 1 drachma as a bribe on each of these 
remaining patients. Then ill any gaps with new patients 
from the column’s corresponding stack, from top to 
bottom. Finally, discard any leftover faceup medicine kits 
and/or knowledge tiles, and then lip each of their now 
topmost tiles faceup. 



Example: Philoxenos filled all his contract spaces, so AthenaAthena now scores the 7 VP on the tile and that doctor tile and 

his discharged patients are discarded. Tedros and Oribase doctor still have outstanding contract spaces that need to be 

filled, so those doctors and their discharged patients remain. 
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CREDITS

GAME END
The game ends after 4 rounds. 

You may treat any patient(s) remaining in your emer-
gency room without the use of a doctor, to the extent 
you still have available medicine. You do not score VP for 
these self-treated patients and they are returned to the 
box. Each untreated patient now moves to the Halls of 
Hades. 

You lose 3 VP for each patient wandering the 
Halls of Hades on the bottom of your player 
board. 

The player with the most VP has truly lived up to the 
teachings of Hippocrates and is declared the victor! In 
case of a tie, whoever is furthest ahead on the reputation 
track (rightmost and possibly on top of other markers), 
wins.

For Solo Games: Your placement is based on the VP mark-
ers of the non-player colors. Compare your score to these 
markers. Will you come in last? Third? Only if you pass 
them all can you declare yourself the victor! Tip: if you 
want to make it more challenging, add 2 VP to a non-play-
er every-time they take a patient from a column with an 
assistant (2,4,6).
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the creation of this game. A big thank you to all my testers, 
especially my beloved children Geofrey and Justine, as well 
as all those who participated in the development of the game: 
Romain, Maxime, Léa, François, Mikye, Franck, Robin, Mario, 
Xavier, Sébastien, the Ludocondroz game club, the Plaineveaux 
Thursdays game club and to all those I may have forgotten ... 
sorry!

A big thank you to the Game Brewer team for their exceptional 
work and their trust and a big tip of the hat to Laura for the 

impressive work she did on the illustrations. 

If there is any issue with this product, please contact the vendor where you purchased this game, or contact 
our customer service at gamebrewer.com/customer-service



ICONOGRAPHY KNOWLEDGE TILES

Gain the indicated amount of VP 
(victory points).

Gain the indicated amount of 
drachmas.

Gain the indicated amount of 
reputation.

Gain the indicated amount of potions.

Gain the indicated amount of herbs.

Gain the indicated amount of 
unguents.

Gain the indicated assistant.

Region of Macedonia.

Region of Carthage.

Region of Persia.

Region of Alexandria.

Region of Athens.

Region of Cyrene.

Knowledge tile.

These knowledge tiles are patients that 
you can treat as other patients, however 
they are not stored on your player board. 
They will never enter your emergency 
room, and they will not give you negative 
points if left untreated at the end of the 
game.

These knowledge tiles are doctors that 
can be held in hand and used when 
appropriate. They do not need to be paid 
wages. They will be scored and discarded 
after they have been used. 

At the end of phase 1 (Welcome), when you 
collect the oferings from your patients, 
you may double the amount of drachmas 
you receive from 1 patient of the indicated 
region. 

When you welcome a patient from 
Macedonia, you gain 2 VP and 2 
Reputation.

When you welcome a patient from 
Carthage, you gain 3 potions.

When you welcome a patient from Persia, 
you gain 7 drachmas.

When you welcome a patient from 
Alexandria, you gain 3 herbs.

When you welcome a patient from Athens, 
you gain 4 reputation.

When you welcome a patient from Cyrene, 
you gain 3 unguents.

You immediately gain the indicated bonus 
(reputation, medicine, or drachmas).

Black numbers Black numbers 
indicate you 
gain something. 
Example: you 
gain 3 VP.

Knowledge tiles are all 1x use. Some may be saved in 
hand and used when appropriate, but some must be used 
immediately if indicated by the lightning symbol . 
Any tile once used is discarded back to the box. A saved 
knowledge tile may be discarded in place of any single 
medicine when treating a patient in phase 4.

GENERAL RULE:

Red numbers Red numbers 
indicate you 
lose something. 
Example: you 
lose 3 VP. 


